from Bio import Entrez, Medline file_loc = "keywordsbulk.xls" df = pd.read_excel(file_loc, na_values=['NA'], usecols = "A") df=df.dropna() alpha = df['Alpha'].tolist() df = pd.read_excel(file_loc, na_values=['NA'], usecols = "B") df=df.dropna() beta = df['Beta'].tolist() df = pd.read_excel(file_loc, na_values=['NA'], usecols = "C") df=df.dropna() gamma = df['Gamma'].tolist() tripleterms = [] for i in alpha: for j in beta: for k in gamma: aterm = i.lower() + ' ' + j.lower() + ' ' + k.lower() tripleterms.append(aterm) doubleterms = [] for i in alpha:
v) Runs fast [6] .
iii) Cannot cope well with very small samples [6] . ii) Drug design and development [14] . ii) Difficulty to scale.
[8].
Applies to most of the learning problems such as: i) Image and language understanding;
ii) Drug discovery, diagnostics;
iii) Discovery of biological processes, etc.
Graph

Convolution-based
Association Scoring A spectral graph convolution algorithm for inferring pairwise associations [17] . It is a subcategory of NN.
i) Solves the problem of phenotype-driven rare disease gene prioritization wherein the input is a set of phenotypes from clinical cases and the output a ranked list of possible causal genes [17] .
i) Only first order convolutions have been studied for GCAS [17] .
Hypothetically several areas of applications, however only phenotypedriven rare disease genes prioritization has been tried [17] . The improvement of learning in a new task by using the knowledge acquired from a different but related task [18] .
i) Highly valuable when there isn't enough labeled data to train the algorithm for a specific task [18, 19] . i) Negative transfer: when the knowledge comes from a not enough related task the knowledge transfer can hurt the learning performance [19] . i) Classification tasks; ii) Feature selection; iii) Visual tracking [18, 20] .
